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We use a description of deterministic context-free languages (dcfl) by a special 
type of Church-Rosser rewriting systems to extend several procedures testing the 
equality of two languages in a subfamily F of dcfl to procedures testing the equality 
of two languages one of which is in F. the other beeing a general dcfl. m(‘* 1989 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

We deal here with the following problem: given two families of languages 
F and C (which can be defined by some special kinds of automata, gram- 
mars, or rewriting systems) can we decide for every pair of languages 
(L, L’) in Fx C, whether L = L’? We shall denote this problem Eq(F, C). 

Let D be the family of deterministic context-free languages (dcfl for 
short). Since the year 1966 (Ginsburg and Greibach, 1966), many attempts 
have been made to solve Eq(D, D). Though this problem remains open, 
Eq(F, D) has been shown decidable for some subfamilies F of the family D. 
Namely for the families 

F= the family of finite-turn-dcfl (FT) 

F = the family of one-counter dcfl (C) 

F= the family of strict-real-time-dcfl (I$,) 

F= the family of real-time dcfl (R) 

algorithms have been designed to solve Eq(F, D) (see Oyamaguchi, 1987; 
Oyamaguchi et al., 1980, 1981). (M. Oyamaguchi noticed that Cc R 
(Oya 1) and it is clear that R, c R. ) 

The algorithms cited above use descriptions of languages in terms of 
automata. Here we shall also use a description of dcfl over an alphabet X 
in terms of rewriting systems over the same alphabet X. This technique was 
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already used in (Butzbach, 1978). It is shown in Chottin (1979, 1982), that 
every dcfl is of the form 

(R)+ (1) 

where R is a rational set and S is a Church-Rosser controlled rewriting 
system (see Definition II.1 below). Let us denote by CR the family of 
languages of the form ( 1) (so D c CR). 

In part 1II.A we focus our attention on the family of NTS languages. A 
language L is NTS (this is an abbreviation for the non-terminal separation 
property) iff there exists a context-free grammar G = (X, I’, P) and a set of 
axioms A c I’ such that L = L(G, A ) and for every v E P’, i(G, u) (the set of 
sentential forms derived from v) is equal to the class of v for the congruence 
generated over (Xu V) by the productions of the grammar. This notion is 
more precisely defined in Definition III.3 below. 

This type of languages is studied in (Autebert, Boasson, and Senizergues, 
1984; Boasson, 1980; Boasson and Senizergues, 1985; Frougny, 1980; 
Stnizergues, 1981, 1985). The family of NTS languages (which we shall 
denote by N7’S) is a subfamily of D (Boasson, 1980; Boasson and 
Senizergues, 1985; Frougny, 1980). 

It has been shown that Eq(NTS, NTS) is decidable (Senizergues, 1981, 
1985). We state here the 

THEOREM 111.2. Eq(NTS, D) is decidable. 

We recall that the families NTS, FT, R are pairwise incomparable. 
In part 1II.B we prove 

THEOREM 111.3. If F is an effective cylinder (i.e., a family of languages 
effectively closed under inverse homomorphisms and intersection with rational 
sets) that contains RAT (the family of rational sets) and such that Eq(F, F) 
is decidable then Eq(F, CR) is decidable. 

This theorem gives a new scheme permitting us to extend every decision 
procedure for Eq(F, F) to one for Eq(F, D) in the case where F= FT or 
F=Cor F=R,, or F=R. 

In part 1II.C we point out the fact that CR properly contains the family 
D. Namely, it contains some context-free languages which are not deter- 
ministic and also some noncontext-free languages. Hence our scheme seems 
to give more results than the schemes given in Oyamaguchi et al. (1980, 
1981). 

In part IV we discuss the applicability of our scheme to other families of 
languages and other types of rewriting systems. 
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II. PRELIMINARIES 

DEFINITION II.1 (Chottin, 1979, 1982). A controlled rewriting system 
over X is a finite set of triples 

S=((R,,L~;,L’,)liE(I,n)} 

such that for every integer i, Rj is a regular set over X and u,, oi are two 
words over X such that (u,/ < /oil. 

The direct reduction generated by S is noted ks and defined by 

fyg iff ,f=ruj,s, g=ru;s, where s~X*,i~[l,n],r~R~ 

and (Ri, u,, oi) belongs to S. 
The reduction generated by S, denoted &s, is the reflexive and transitive 

closure of c-~. We denote ++S the symmetric closure of t-s. 
The equivalence generated by S, denoted cis,, is the reflexive and 

transitive closure of c-‘~. One can see that as is the finest equivalence 
relation that contains the set { (rui, ru,) 1 i E [ 1, n], r E R;} and that is a right 
congruence. 

As usual, we say that a word f is irreducible mod(S) iff there exists no g 
such that fks g. We denote by Irr(S) the set of irreducible words 
mod(S). For every controlled rewriting system S over X, Irr(S) is a 
rational subset of X*: 

Irr(S) = X* - u R,uiX*. 
in rl,n] 

(2) 

S is said to be Church-Rosser iff for every f~ X* and g E X*, 

f$g iff there exists M’ E X* such that f $- M’ and g $ ~7. 

For every word f E X*, by [f] as we denote the class of f modulo 
4% s; that is, 

For every subset A c X*, by [A] as we denote: 

[A]$= {gCf*I3aEA,a+g} 

or equivalently 

CA1 $+= u [a]$+. 
utA 
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We denote by CR the family of Church-Rosser languages which we 
define by: a language Lc X* is in CR iff there exists a Church-Rosser 
controlled rewriting system S over X and a rational subset R of X* such 
that RcIrr(S) and L=(R)ciSs. 

THEOREM II. 1 (Chottin, 1979, 1982). Eoery deterministic context-free 
language L can be represented as 

L= [R] +, 

where S is a Church-Rosser controlled rewriting system and R is a rational 
set included in Irr(S). Moreover, the system S and the set R are constructible 
from a deterministic pushdown automaton recognising L. 

Remark 11.1. Theorem II.1 shows that D c CR. 

Remark 11.2. - There is in general no algorithm deciding whether a 
controlled rewriting system S is Church-Rosser or not (this is shown in 
Proposition IV.1 of Senizergues, in press 2). 

- The Church-Rosser property becomes decidable for some 
interesting subclasses of controlled rewriting systems (see part IV of 
Senizergues, in press 2). 

- But, as asserted in Theorem 11.1, there is an algorithm producing 
from every deterministic pushdown automaton a controlled rewriting 
system S which is always Church-Rosser and a rational set R c Irr(S) such 
that the equality of the theorem is true. A refinement of this theorem giving 
some additional combinatorial properties of S is shown in Sinizergues (in 
press 1). 

We give now some definitions and results about context-free grammars 
and especially NTS grammars. 

Let G = (X, V, P) be a context-free grammar, X is the set of terminal 
symbols, and I’ the set of non-terminals. P is the set of productions of G. 
As usual, by + ti we denote the direct derivation and by 5 G we denote the 
derivation generated by G. Let us set 

and 

f, is the relation generated by the semi-Thue system P, while &G is 
the relation generated by the semi-Thue system P-’ = {(u, v) 1 (v, u) E T’}. 
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+-(i is called the direct reduction and &-c the reduction associated 
to G. 

+-+G is the union of the direct derivation and of the direct reduction. 

We denote by ClI, G the reflexive and transitive closure of wG. It is nothing 
else than the congruence generated by the semi-Thue system P. A word 
JE (Xu V)* is irreducible mod(G) iff there exists no g E (Xv V)* such that 
f+G‘&T 

Irr(G) denotes the set of all irreducible words mod(G). For every 
context-free grammar G, Irr(G) is a rational language over (Xu V)*, 
because it can be expressed as 

Irr(G) = (Xu V)* - (Xu V)* W(Xu V)*, (3) 

where W={M’E(XUV)*,~UE~/~(U,M’)EP}. 
Given a context-free grammar G = (X, V, P) and a set of axioms 

A c (Xu V)*, we define 

DEFINITION II.2 (Boasson, 1980). A context-free grammar G = 
(X, V, P) is said to be NTS iff, for every non-terminal symbol u E V, 

^ 
L(G, u) = [u] $+. 

DEFINITION II.3 (Boasson, 1980). A language L over X is said to be 
NTS iff there exists some NTS grammar G = (X, V, P) and a finite set of 
axioms A c V such that L = L(G, A). 

It is known that: 

- given a context-free grammar G, one can decide whether it is NTS 
or not (Proposition 3 of Stnizergues (1985)); 

- given a context-free grammar G, one cannot decide whether the 
language generated by G is NTS or not (Stnizergues, 1981). 
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A cf. grammar G is proper iff, V(v, m) E P, m $ {E} u V (that is, no right 
member of a production is the empty word or a single non-terminal 
symbol ). 

We say that G is reduced iff there is no non-terminal v such that 
L(G, v) = a. 

For every NTS grammar G there exists some reduced proper NTS gram- 
mar G’ generating the same language as G. Moreover, G’ is computable 
from G (Frougny, 1980). Hence, in the following, we only deal with 
reduced proper NTS grammars. 

Remark 11.3. Let us define a valuation /I // over (Xv V)* by: I( II is the 
unique homomorphism (Xu V)* + (N, +) such that 

VVE v, II4 = 1 

v.u E x, l/s/I = 2. 

Then, for every proper c.f. grammar G we have 

.fcgsf7g and llf II > II ‘4. 

We recall that NTS languages are deterministic (Boasson, 1980; Boasson 
and Senizergues, 1985) and have a decidable equivalence problem 
(Sen 1,2). See (Autebert et al., 1984-1, 1984-2; Boasson, 1980; Frougny, 
1980; Senizergues, 1981, 1985) for more details about NTS grammars. 

We shall use the following result 

PROPOSITION 11.1. If G = (X, V, P) is a proper context-free grammar 
and A a regular set over Xu V then A(A) and 6(A) are regular too. 

This is a consequence of Theorem 2-5 of (Book et al., 1982) because P is 
a monadic semi-Thue system. It is also a consequence of Theorem IV.1 of 
Senizergues (1981) because every monadic semi-Thue system is basic. (The 
first result of this kind was given in Benois, 1969, in the context of the 
Dyck reduction. For left-basic semi-Thue systems see Sakarovitch, 1979.) 

1II.A THE EXTENDED EQUIVALENCE PROBLEM FOR NTS LANGUAGES 

We show here that Eq(NTS, CR) is decidable. Hence Eq(NTS, D) is 
decidable. 

Let us fix a Church-Rosser language L = [K] 2% s, where 

S= {(Rig ui, Ut))iG(l,n) is a Church-Rosser controlled rewriting system 
over X 

K is a rational set over X such that Kc Irr(S). 
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We also fix a NTS grammar G = (X, V, P>, A c V, and M = L( G, A). 
We exhibit a procedure to test whether L = M or not. For every pair of 
languages L, , L, over a same alphabet Y we define the relation 
Sent ,4L1, L2) by: 

W d E Y* x Y*, Cf, g) E Sent hY9 Ld 

iff 

This generalises the classical notion of syntactic congruence of a language: 
Synt y( Y*, L2) is nothing else than the syntactic congruence of L,. 

PROPOSITION 111.1. L=M ijjf 

(1) KcM 

(2) Irr(S) - Kc A? 

(3) Vie Cl, nl, (Ui, Vi) E SYntARi, W 

(where II? denotes the complement of M in X*). 

Proof: As S is Church-Rosser, L= [Irr(S) - K] Z+ s. We then have 
always Kc L and Irr( S) - K t L. 

Moreover, the relation *s saturates L. This is equivalent to: V’~E [ 1, n], 

(Ui, 0,) E Syntx(Ri, L). 

Only $ If L = M, replacing L by M in the above properties we get 
properties 1, 2, and 3. 

If: Let us suppose that 1, 2, 3 are true: 

BY 3, -s saturates M. It follows that ws saturates M. 

By 1, Kc M. As es saturates M, we have [K] cl* s c M. 

By 2, we get [Irr(S) - K] As c &I. 

Hence L c M and E c A which implies L = M. i 

Conditions 1 and 2 are clearly decidable because M and &! are deter- 
ministic cfl while K and Irr(S) - K are regular. In order to see that 3 is 
decidable, we show that for every regular set R c X*, Synt,(R, M) is a 
computable relation. 

Let us denote k = i(G, A) (fi is a language over Xu v). 

LEMMA 111.1. Synt,(R, M) = Synt,V, &,(6(R), &) n X* xX*. 
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Proof: (1) Let (L g) belong to SyntX(R, M). Let U, v be such that 
u~6(R), VE(XU V)*, and ufuEM: 

There exists U E R such that U &-G u. 

There exists V E X* such that 6 &F-L-. u (because G is reduced). 

ufvsG $5; hence Z@E M. But (f; g) E Synt,Y(R, M); hence iigVE M, so 
ugv E Ax 

(2) Let (f, g) belong to Synt xu ,/(6(R), A?) n X* x X*. Let (u, v) E 
R x X* such that ufv E M. As the relation kG strictly reduces the valuation 
)I I), there exists some word u’~Irr(G) such that u+-, U’ (this word U’ is 
then in 6(R)): 

ufv &-G u’fv, which by the NTS condition implies: u’fv E A?. 

As U’ E 6(R) and (,h g) E Synt,Y, ,,(6(R), Ai?) we have also: u’gv E fi. 

As u’go SC; ugv and ugv E X*, we conclude that ugv E M. 1 

By Proposition 11.1, if R is regular then 6(R) is regular. To state that 
Synt,(R, M) is computable for every regular set R over X, it is then 
sufficient to prove that Synt,Y, ,.(R, A) is computable for every regular set 
R over Xu V such that R c It-r(G). 

Let # be a new letter ( # # X u V). For every language R and word m 
over XU V we define: 

C(R,M)=(U#V/~~ER,~EI~~(G), and urnvE&)). 

LEMMA 111.2. Let f, g belong to (Xv V)* : 

CL g) E Synt,y, JR, fi) - C(R, f) = C(R 8). 

Proof (1) Let us suppose that (f, g) E Synt,, “(R, A). Let u # v E 
C(R, f ). Then ufv E &? and u E R. Hence ugv E &t, so that u # v E C( R, g). 

We have proved that C( R, f) c C( R, g) and the converse can be proved 
by the same arguments. 

(2) Let us suppose that C(R, f) = C(R, g). Let us show that 
(A g)ESynt.,.(R, A?). Let UER, VE(XU V)*Iufvefi. As the relation 
bG strictly reduces the valuation, there exists some v’ E Irr(G) such that 
vcrGd: 

ufvEA?i and ufv$ufv’. 

By the NTS condition, ufv’ E A?; hence u # v’ E C( R, f ). 
This implies u # v’ E C(R, g) (because of the hypothesis). Hence ugv’ E Ai?. 

ugv’ 5 G ugv, so that ugv E A. 
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By same means we could prove that for every u E R, u E (Xu V)* : 

ugvEIik-llfvEfi. 

Hence (f; g) E Syntx, JR, a). m 

LEMMA 111.3. Let R he u regular language over Xv V, included in Irr(G) 
and m a word over X u V. C(R, m) is a one-turn deterministic context-free 

language. 

Proof. (1) The proof of this lemma is very similar to the proof of 
Proposition 2, p. 307 of Senizergues (1985). 

The reader should look at the automaton d described in this article and 
notice that: 

L(d)c{u#v~u,u~(Xu V)* and umvEM} (1) 

C( R, m) c L(d). (2) 

Hence C(R, m) = L(d) n R # Irr(G) so C(R, m) is one-turn deterministic. 

(2) Lemma III.3 is also a particular case of Proposition VI.1, p. 186 
of Senizergues (1987). A complete formal proof can be found in 
pp. 187-211 of (Senizergues, 1987). 

The equivalence problem for one-turn deterministic pda is decidable 
(Beeri, 1976; Valiant, 1974). Hence the equality C( R, f) = C( R, g) can be 
tested and by Lemma 111.2, Syntx, JR, A) is computable. 

We have proved 

THEOREM 111.1. Eq(NT,S, CR) is decidable. 

By Theorem II.1 we deduce 

THEOREM 111.2. Eq(NTS, D) is decidable. 

1II.B. OTHER APPLICATIONS OF THE SAME SCHEME 

THEOREM 111.3. Let F be a fami1.v of languages such that 

(i) F contains the family RAT of all rational sets 

(ii) F is effectively closed under inverse homomorphism and inter- 
section with rational sets 

(iii) Eq(F, F) is decidable. 

Then Eq;F, CR) is decidable. 
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Remark. In the above statement we could replace condition (i) by 
condition (i’): F contains at least one language L such that E EL (because 
every cylinder containing such a L contains the whole family RAT). 

Proof oj’ the Theorem. Let L E CR and ME F be languages over an 
alphabet X, where 

L= [K] c-?;, 

S= {t&t ui> vi)Jrt~ is a Church-Rosser controlled rewriting system 
and 

K is a rational set included in Irr(S). 

Proposition 111.1 still applies here: 

Condition 1 o K = M n K, which is decidable by assumptions (i), (ii), 
and (iii). 

Condition 2 o (Irr(S) - K) n M= @, which is also decidable by (i), 
(ii), and (iii). 

Condition 3 will be decidable if Synt,(R, M) is computable for every 
rational set R. 

Let us define for every m E X*: 

LS(R,m)={u#v(uER,vEX* and umvEMJ. 

FACT 1. (1; g) E Syntx( R, M) o LS( R, f) = LS( R, g). 

Proof: This fact is a straightforward consequence of the definition of 
the relation Syntx(R, M). m 

FACT 2. Vm E X*, VR E Rat(X*), LS(R, m) = W’(M) n H, where 
@ : (Xu { # } )* -+ X* preserves every fetter x E X, 

sends # on @(#)=m 

and H is the rational set R # X*. Hence LS(R, m) E F. 

By Fact 1 and Hypothesis (iii), Synt*(R, m) is computable. 1 

COROLLARY 111.1. Eq(FT, CR), Eq(R, CR) are decidable. 

Proof: The families FT (finite-turn dcfls) and R (real-time dcfls) fulfill 
conditions (i), (ii), (iii) of Theorem 111.3. 

Remark 111.1. As D c CR (Theorem II.1 ), our method gives a new 
proof of the fact that one can decide the equivalence of two dpdas, one of 
which is finite-turn or real-time (Oyamaguchi et al., 1986, 1987). 
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1II.C. MORE ABOUT THE FAMILY OF CHURCH-R• SSER LANGUAGES 

In order to see that the inclusion D c CR is strict, we give some 
examples of languages belonging to CR - D. 

The first one is borrowed from Cachet (1975/1976) and Nivat (1970). It 
shows that some CR languages are not even context-free. 

The second one is a CR language which is context-free but not deter- 
ministic context-free. 

EXAMPLE 1 (Cachet, 1975/1976; Nivat, 1970). A’= {a, b, cl; S is the 
semi-Thue system ((ah, bbu), (cu, cua)) : 

(1) There are no overlapping right members in S. Hence S is trivially 
locally confluent and then it is Church-Rosser (by Lemmas 2.1 and 2.4 of 
Huet (1980)). 

(2) [cab3 +% ncb*u* = {cb2nuE},,z, which is not context-free 
because it does not fulfili the classical iteration lemma for context-free 
languages (Bar-Hillel, Perles, and Shamir, 1961). 

We remark that F-~ = tr, where T is the CR, controlled rewriting 
system: T= ((X*, ab, bba), (X*, cu, cuu)}. Hence [cub] As belongs to the 
family CR but is not context-free. 

EXAMPLE 2. X= {a, b, I, y, z}, L=Xu {a, S, A, A’}; S is the semi- 
Thue system consisting of the rules 

rs -+ sx; a+Sy; S-+bSA; S+ bSA’; 

SA -+ ,-=A; SA’ -+ :zA’; AA + uauA; A’A’ -+ UUA’; 

Ax + uaux ; A’! -+ uuy. 

FACT 1. t s is Church-Rosser. 

Proof. The arguments used in point (2) of Example 1 are still available 
here. 1 

FACT 2. [a] AS n A’* = {bnz2u3”x}n B 1 u {bnZ2u2ny}n), . 

COROLLARY. [a] As is not a deterministic cfl. 

Proof: If [a] e-?;, was a deterministic cfl, then [a] As n X* would be 
a deterministic cfl too. But the arguments used in the proof of Theorem 4.1, 
p. 463 of Ginsburg and Greibach (1966) show that {bnz2u3nx},2L u 
{b nz2u2ny) n 2 , is not deterministic. 
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FACT 3. [a] c”is is context-free. 

Proox Let us look at the semi-Thue system 3 obtained by replacing 
each pair (u, r) E S by (ii, a), where f denotes the reversal image off: The 
direct reduction +s is equal to kr, where T is the following controlled 
rewriting system: 

T= {CL*, 0, xS), (C*, 6, ys), (C*, s, AS), (c*, s, A’,%), 
(C*A, s, z), (z*A’, s, z), (C*A, A, aaa), 
@,*A’, A’, au), (c*x, A, am), (Z‘*,!J, A’, au)). 

T is ChurchPRosser (by Fact 1) and monadic; that is 

T= {CR,, u;v ~4);tl,.nl, where for each in [l, n], Iui( 5 1, and luil < 1~~1. 

Hence [a] ar is deterministic context-free (it is proved in (Chottin, 1982) 
that every class modulo the equivalence generated by a Church-Rosser and 
basic controlled rewriting system is a dcfl. “Basic” is a generalisation of 
“monadic.” One can also adapt the proof given in O’Dunlaing (1983) that 
for every regular set R and monadic, rational, Church-Rosser, Thue system 
T, [R] +% T is a dcfl). 

But L= [a]Xs= [6] tli, r.r hence L is context-free. 

This example gives also a positive answer to the question asked in 
Boasson and Stnizergues (1985) which is : “Does there exist a finite 
Church-Rosser Thue system S such that one class modulo (S) would be 
context-free but not NTS.” Since L is not a dcfl it cannot be NTS. 

IV. REMARKS AND CONCLUSION 

The family NTS contains RAT, is effectively closed under intersection 
with regular sets and has a decidable equivalence problem, but we still do 
not know if it is effectively closed under inverse homomorphism. It is 
conjectured in Boasson and Stnizergues (1985) than NTS is closed under 
@-’ and proved in Autebert et al., (1984-1) that a subclass of NTS, the 
family of nestsets, has all its inverse homomorphic images in NTS. 

In Definition II.1 we consider controlled rewriting systems S which are, 
by definition, strictly length decreasing: if f wg then 1 f I > I gl. We could 
consider more general controlled rewriting systems by replacing the con- 
dition “(~~1 < IuiJ” in Definition II.1 by “I--~ is a noetherian relation” (as 
defined in Huet, 1980). We recall it means that there is no infinite sequence 
of words (fi)i Z 0 such that, Vi 2 0, ,f, ts f, + , 
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Let us call such systems “noetherian controlled rewriting systems” and 
denote by NCR the family of languages defined as 

for a noetherian and Church-Rosser controlled rewriting system S and a 
regular set R c Irr( S). 

Theorems III.1 and III.3 remain true for this extended family (because 
the proofs given above are valid in this extended context). 

Y. Cachet (1975/1976) noticed that languages in CR must be context- 
sensitive because they are recognized by linear bounded Turing machines. 
On the other hand NCR contains noncontext-sensitive languages (see in 
(Bauer and Otto, 1984) a method for constructing such languages). 

By replacing the notion of “finite set of axioms A c V” in Definition II.3 
by 

regular set of axioms A c (X u V)* such that L(G, A) = [A] aG, 

we get the definition of a generalized NTS language. This family fulfills all 
the interesting properties of NTS and is closed under complementation, 
right-quotient, and left-quotient by regular sets (Senizergues, 198 1). 
Theorem 111.1 remains true if we replace NTS by GNTS (because all the 
lemmas preparing Theorem III.1 remain true in this context). 

PROPOSITION IV. I. The equivalence problem betM>een 

- a language M defined as M = [R] +-% s, where R is a regular set 
and S is a regular, monadic, Church-Rosser semi-Thue svsrem 

- and a language L in CR is a decidable problem. 

Sketch of Proof: Proposition III. 1 still applies. M is a dcfl (O’Dunlaing, 
1983); hence conditions (I), (2) are decidable. 

Proposition II.1 is also true for the languages A(A) and 6(A) defined by 
bs and Irr(S) instead of tiG and Irr(G). 

It is then sufficient to show that Synt,y(R, M) is computable for every R 
regular set included in Irr(S). We define C”( R, m) = {U # o 1 UE R, o E Irr(S) 
and umv E M). Lemma III.3 remains true for C’(R, m). 

A full proof of this can be found in pp. 1833211 of Senizergues 
(1987). 1 
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